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Abstract 

 

Attackers using the anonymity provided in the Internet, by which they are representing themselves as legitimate users/companies 

and sending fake offers/messages to the users. Objective of this paper is to mitigate phishing attack from web host server by 

analyzing home directory root contents folder index file, header file, footer file and web pages contents. In this paper, we discuss 

a new server side anti-phishing to analyze website contents by using the properties associated with the web pages, which present 

in hosting server. The methods we used here are comparison methods, which compare the similarity of the authorized keywords 

to the web pages. With this algorithm we found a way to mitigate phishing pages. Applications/ Improvements: We improved 

accuracy of the finding phishing sites by checking the contents and WebPages which are designed and developed by attacker called 

phishing site. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a day’s attacks have become major issues in networks. Attacks will intrude into the network infrastructure and collect the 

information needed to cause vulnerability to the networks. Security is needed to prevent the data from various attacks. Attacks may 

either active attack or passive attack. One type of passive attack is phishing. Phishing is a continual threat and is larger in social 

media such as facebook twitter. Phishing emails contain link to the infected website. Phishing email direct the user to the infected 

website where they are asked to enter the personal information, so that the website will hack the information whatever the user 

enters. Phishing email is send to large number of people and the phisher will count the percentage of people who read that email 

and entered the information. It is very difficult to find that we are actually visiting an actual site or malicious site. Phishing is also 

known as brand spoofing or carding. As a result researchers are attempting to reduce the risk and vulnerabilities. 

 Phishers use the downloaded webpage from the real Web site to make the phishing webpage appears exactly the same as the 

real one does. Intuitively, phishing webpage detection is similar to duplicated or plagiarized document detection in some extent. 

II. TYPES OF PHISHING ATTACKS  

In this section, we give a brief description about the different types of phishing attacks  

 Deceptive Phishing  

Deceptive phishing is the messages that are required to confirm information about the account, requesting users to re-enter their 

information, fictitious account charges, unwanted account changes, new free services requiring quick action, and many other 

malicious sites are send to many recipients with the hope that the unsuspecting will react by clicking a link to or signing onto a 

bogus site where their secret information can be collected. See in Figure 1. 

 Malware-Based Phishing  

This refers to scams that involve running malicious software on users' PCs. Malware can be as an email attachment, as a 

downloadable file from a web site for a particular issue for small and medium businesses (SMBs) who are not always able to keep 

their software applications up to date.  

 Key loggers and Screen loggers  

This type of malware tracks the input from the keyboard and the relevant information will be send to the hackers through internet. 

They go into the users' browsers as a small program and run automatically when the browser is started as well as into system files 

as device drivers or screen monitors.  
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 Session Hijacking  

This deals with monitoring the activities of the users until they sign in to the account or transaction and create their important 

information. At that point the infected software will perform unauthorized actions, such as transferring funds, without the user's 

knowledge. 

 Web Trojans  

They collect the users information and transmit them to the phisher. This will happen at the time of login by the user.  

 Hosts File Poisoning  

When user enters the URL to visit the website, hackers will look up the host names and transmit the bogus address that look alike 

an original website and their information will be stolen.  

 Data Theft  

Sensitive data’s will be stored in Pcs. These data’s will be taken by the victims without knowing to the user. Commonly, this 

information is user information such as passwords, social security numbers, credit card information, other personal information, 

or other confidential corporate information By stealing confidential communications, design documents, legal opinions, employee 

related records, etc., thieves profit from selling to those who may want to embarrass or cause economic damage or to competitors.  

 DNS-Based Phishing ("Pharming")  

DNS based phishing is nothing but it will modify the hosts file.In this attack hackers will return a bogus address and the 

communication will be sent to the fake website.Users are unaware of this and will enter the personal information and it will be 

hacked by the hackers and is probably not even in the same country.  

 Content-Injection Phishing  

In this type of attack hackers will replace the original content with the fake content in the website which misdirects the user to give 

their sensitive information.  

 Man-in-the-Middle:  

In this hacker will be in between the user and the website. Whenever user enters their information hackers will take the information 

without causing interruption to the users. Later on hackers will use this information when the user is not active on the system.  

 Search Engine Phishing  

Phishers will create web pages for fake products, get the pages indexed by search engines, and wait for unsuspecting customers to 

enter their confidential information as part of an order, sign-up, or balance transfer. Such pages usually offer product or services 

at a price slightly too good to be true 

 
Fig. 1: steps in a deceptive phishing attack 
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Several different solutions for phishing have been developed during the past few years. These solutions include governmental 

policies against online frauds, creating awareness to users and technology countermeasures. Review of these researches improved 

our basic understanding towards this problem and helped us to build a more compressive research model for the current study.  

 Governmental Policies against Online Frauds  

The progressive increase in phishing attack every year causes financial loss and reputational loss to the individuals and companies. 

To mitigate this growing number of attacks, number of laws and regulations has been introduced by governing bodies around the 

globe. These laws have established standards for protecting against illegal use of personal information and increased penalties for 

criminals involved in phishing. In the following section, some of the laws designed against phishing attack are discussed.  

 The Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003, in Section 113, states that the account number printed on the sale receipt 

of credit cards or debit card transaction should be shortened. This legislation protects consumer's private details from others who 

may have access to the sale receipt. Section 114 of FATCA, recommends the regulations to financial institutions to establish 

procedures to identify and safeguard the customers and institutions from identity theft. FATCA also contains several other 

deliberate provisions to reduce the identity theft. This law is commonly referred as "Red-flag Guidelines".  

 The Anti-Phishing Act of 2005 in United States was passed to fight phishing and pharming - "A bill to criminalize Internet 

scams involving fraudulently obtaining personal information, commonly known as phishing". According to which if a criminal is 

sentenced under this law they could risk spending up to five years in prison and/or fine of $250,000.  

 China Internet Network Information Centre (CNNIC) announced the suspension of new overseas .cn domain registrations 

against online frauds. This restriction will allow CNNIC to have better control to track and verify the overseas registration 

(Symantec Global Intelligence Network 2010).  

 Indian government's Information Technology Act of 2000, provides legal recognition of fund transactions carried out through 

electronic communications. Section 66 A of 2008 amendment, can be interpreted against phishing attacks. Through this section 

sending of threatening, distressing messages and also false information about the source of the message has become punishable 

with imprisonment up to three years and/or fine (Shobhalata et al 2012).  

 Strategies to Educate and Train Users against Phishing  

Phishing is a criminal activity that largely exploits the human behaviour, so educating the users to understand about phishing 

prevents them from future attacks. Researches on this area focus on developing user skills to avoid misclassification of phishing 

websites as legitimate one manually.  

 Robila et al (2006) proposed a strategy for phishing education which is combination of phishing IQ test and discussion on 

context information. The discussion includes nature of phishing emails, various methods of creating targeted messages and 

vulnerabilities of web browsers as well as web. Finally, the quality of the discussion was assessed by class assessment survey. The 

assessment results indicate that the participants were able to identify phishing attacks better.  

 Sheng et al (2007) developed a game "Anti-Phishing Phil" using iterative design process, it teaches users not to fall victim to 

phishing attacks. This game teaches users to differentiate phishing URLs from legitimate one, to interpret visual cues displayed in 

web browsers, and also teaches to use search engines to identify legitimate page when currently visiting page is suspiciousas shown 

in Figure 1.3. Authors had evaluated the game using pilot test and observed the improvements among users in identifying phishing 

websites those who had played the game.  

 Kumaraguru et al (2007) developed an embedded training email system that regularly sends training emails to users during their 

normal use of email. These emails carries message that tempts users to visit phished websites and log-in. If users click the link in 

the social engineered email then warning is raised regarding their fall in phishing attack with some security information.  

 Kumaraguru et al (2009) developed an iterative user-centred design of the landing page content. It is a webpage that displays 

brief anti-phishing training message in place of phishing website that has been deactivated. Users, who try to visit a phishing 

webpage that has been deactivated, will be redirected to the landing page. Through this landing page the authors had educated 

approximately 70,000 Internet users over the time period of six months. 
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Fig. 2:  Screen shot of anti-phishing training game "Anti-Phishing Phil" 

 A study conducted by Davinson et al (2010) involves four main stages to investigate the impact of security education and 

effectiveness of anti-phishing training program. The first stage involved participants taking an online survey that asked their 

Internet use, experience with online financial transactions and experience of fraud. After completion of questioner each participant 

was assigned a randomly generated "risk score" and information sheet derived from recommendations on the getsafeonhine.org 

website. The risk score indicates their risk level to fall as victim to phishing attack, but it was not generated from their assessment 

questionnaire. In the second stage, participants were given a paper and surveys of their intentions to behave securely over the next 

seven days were recorded. Thirdly, participants were asked to complete a game based training program "Anti-Phishing Phil" (Sheng 

et al 2007). Finally, the participants were emailed with a survey asking their security behaviour during one week period after the 

training program. The experiment result showed that, the anti-phishing training did not create a deep effect in detecting phishing 

pages except for very specific points it has trained on. The authors had measured the effectiveness of user training by examining 

the total percentage of correct sites identified before and after the test. The total correctness of the training material fell from 66% 

to 74%.  

 Odaro et al (2011) conducted a survey which revealed lack of awareness among users regarding certificate of the website and 

also through this survey they educated the users on the same. Also the research concluded that the Extended Validation Secure 

Sockets Layer as a security indicator is quite effective against phishing attacks.  

 These researches shows that educating and training the users are effective in preventing them from future phishing attacks, but 

this approach alone does not guarantee complete protection against phishing attacks. These studies admit that as educating all 

Internet users is a difficult task (Kumaraguru et al 2007); therefore, it requires other additional reactive and proactive techniques 

to get protected against phishing attacks.  

IV. RATIONALE 

There are many Script Kiddies are working and  they are expert to create the Phishing page . Phishing is a most popular technique 

used for hacking passwords and stealing sensitive information like credit cards, banking username & passwords etc. There are 

many websites where Hackers can get knowledge about How to create a Phishing page in minutes.  

Example https://zerohacks.com/bug-bounty-hacks/phishing/ 

https://zerohacks.com/bug-bounty-hacks/phishing/
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 How to create a Phishing page in minutes?  

We are going to take Facebook phishing page as an example. 

 Go to Facebook.com, make sure you are not logged in to Facebook. 

 Press Ctrl U to view the source code. 

 Copy the source code and paste it in a notepad. 

 Find the action attribute of the login form in the code. Search for keyword “action” without quotes by pressing Ctrl F in 

notepad. In Facebook login page, action attribute was filled with Facebook login process URL, replace it with process.php 

 You have to find name of input fields using inspect element (Ctrl Shft I in Chrome), in our case, it is email and pass 

 Save this file as index.html 

 Now you have to get username and password stored in a text file named phishing.txt 

 Create a file named process.php using the following code. 

 Process.php 

<? if(isset($_POST[’email’]) && isset($_POST[‘pass’])) { $password=file_get_contents(‘phishing.txt’);$phishing = 

fopen(“phishing.txt”,”w”); fwrite($phishing,$password.”Email : “.$_POST[’email’].” , 

Password”.$_POST[‘pass’].”\n”); fclose($file); echo 

‘<script>window.location.href=”https://wwww.facebook.com/”</script>’; } else echo 

‘<script>window.location.href=”index.html”</script>’; ?> 

 How to host phishing page in a URL? 

To put phishing page in a URL, you need to have two things. 

 Domain 

 Web Hosting 

 Get a Free Domain 

You can create a lifetime free domain at many sites like Bluehost if you pay for their hosting plans. Once you create a domain, you 

need to get hosting and setup name servers for it. If you select Bluehost you don’t need to setup nameservers since it will already 

be set. 

 Get Web Hosting 

So you need to get any paid shared hosting package, it would cost around Rupees 400 per month.  

V. OBJECTIVE 

Linux is the most popular server operating system, and linux are widely used by many web hosting server. Hacking into shared 

Web hosting servers and hijacking their domains for phishing purposes is not a new technique, but this type of malicious activity 

reached a peak in August 2012, when APWG detected over 14,000 phishing attacks sitting on 61 servers. Objective for the approach 

is to implement web server add-on algorithm which increase some security level in to the server file system to detect malicious 

web contents and prevent from phishing contents.  

VI. WEB SERVER ADD-ON ALGORITHM  

The Webpages Keywords are ones we could use when constructing a Web Server Add-On Algorithm. An examination of how 

an HTML document is constructed will reveal the parameters in list, and surely others can be found. The exact use of any of these 

parameters in Web Server Add-On Algorithm. These parameters should be constructed correctly to indicate the intended context 

of a webpage. 

1) Description meta tag. 

2) A website’s URL. 

3) The title of a website. 

4) Keyword meta tag. 

5) Density of a given keyword on a document. 

6) Keywords using H1 & similar tags. 

7) Keywords in alt text for describing graphics. 

8) Proximity of keywords defines how close keywords are in relation to each other. 

9) Prominence of keywords defines where the keywords are on the HTML page. For example, a keyword with high prominence 

would be at the top of an HTML documents are match to the authorized site. 

10) Keywords using HTML bold and/or italics. 
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11) HTML validation. Is the HTML coded according to a standard? 

12) Overall size of a page. 

13) Total number of pages within the website. 

14) Number of outbound links. 

15) Use of quotes text keywords. 

16) Using underscores on text keywords. 

17) The uniqueness of the content on deployed page relative to the other content on the web. 

18) Content “freshness” when was content last updated? Has it changed since the last Time it was crawled? 

19) Spelling & grammar. 

 The above parameters works as follows; it firstly we collect DNS information and Home Directory from the Web hosting Server. 

Then next check for the default execution and Page contents are processed for us to detect whether target domain is used for 

phishing or not.  

Some processed information about pages are given below. 

 Page Titles 

 Meta Tags 

 Hidden Text 

 Text in the Body 

 Images etc. 

By analysing these information, we can gather information such as; 

 Is it required to investigate deep analysis. 

 Website category 

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF SERVER-BASED DETECTION ALGORITHM  

We concentrated mainly on server based phishing attacks because web host server are the present common platform for the 

individuals and organizations to share information, most of the web server are freely host web contents, which makes the attacker 

to implement attack anonymously . The implementation this Server-based detection Algorithm is done by using php scripts, which 

are easy to design and cross-platform supported. There are mainly 2 components for this Server-based detection Algorithm, 1) 

Database for storing records 2) Server application to host the script file. Whenever a new website or WebPages is been hosted by 

the client, the Server-based detection Algorithm script checks the contents of the WebPages template and alerts the team even 

before they run their phishing site with screenshot of doubtable running sites. The script shows an alert whether the website is 

hosted at its server is safe or not. We have placed a sample database consisting of both whitelist and blacklist site links for the 

testing purpose. The program identified most of the phishing attacks with less false negative and false positive alerts, which intern 

increased the accuracy of the program. 

VIII. REASON OF PHISHING 

Human life has significantly changed as a result of online services including e-shopping and e-banking, etc. Although these services 

offer great convenience, they are accompanied by an increase in cybercrimes and present new security threats. An online phishing 

is a cybercrime to steal credentials from users, such as login and credit card details, “by masquerading as trustworthy entities in 

electronic communication” [1]. Then the attacker usually uses the collected information to sign into the genuine reputable website, 

such as those that are used for internet banking, to steal from the victim’s online account [2]. In recent years, many researchers 

have focused on phishing attacks in order to offer an anti-phishing solution for protecting sensitive financial data from phishers. 

However, phishing still works, and every day brings with it new phishing websites and techniques which steal personal credentials. 

By reviewing the existing anti-phishing techniques, we understand that most of them are trying to technically detect and/or prevent 

phishing attacks. We are of the opinion that focusing on the human psychological and sociological factors that attackers use to 

scam people would be an effective way to fundamentally tackle phishing attacks. We believe that current anti-phishing solutions 

are useful though insufficient, as phishers always use people’s psychological weaknesses to design new types of phishing attacks. 

Several studies [3, 4] have already identified some of the above-mentioned factors, but none of them have carried out a root cause 

analysis to list all the possible psychological factors at play and the tricks that scammers use to fool people. The objective of this 

research is to identify human and psychological factors which phishers can use to scam people and make a successful phishing 

attack. Listing and categorising these root causes will enable us to develop improvement programmes for each factor. If we know 

that a psychological reason, for instance gullibility, is one of the root causes of phishing attacks then we can detect users’ gullibility 

level, for example by using a psychological test and/or a trust game, as well as develop some improvement and treatment 

programmes, in the form of specific trainings for example, to improve gullibility level of to those who easily trust others. We hope 

that such programmes could help reduce the number of successful phishing attacks by treating the phishing root causes as identified 

in this paper. It is possible to systematically identify users’ behaviour by monitoring their online activities, using online tests, and 

providing them relevant trainings based on the detected weaknesses. Therefore, these anti-phishing solutions can be automated. 
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IX. LOOP HOLES 

 Suspicion  

A recent study [4] shows that suspicion is one of the determinative factors in the email phishing attacks. The study also indicated 

that the users determine suspicion based on how they process emails, systematically or heuristically. If the users believe that their 

cyber action is risky then they will systematically process the email but in case the users believe that their cyber action is safe then 

they will heuristically process it. The heuristic-systematic model [62] proposes two information processing modes. In systematic 

processing, independent variables such as “source factors” directly impact on “argument acceptance process”. In heuristic 

processing, on the other hand, those independent variables may directly impact on accepting the message itself without paying 

enough attention to the arguments. Based on the heuristic-systematic model, we conclude that people who highly involve the 

received email messages usually employ a “systematic processing” strategy which cause high suspicion about the phishing emails, 

whereas those who weakly involve the messages usually employ a “heuristic processing” strategy which cause low suspicion about 

the phishing emails. For instance, a user who think that cyber activities are very risky usually has focus on the email’s message 

cues, where a user who think that cyber activities are quite safe usually has not enough focus on content cues. Fig. 1. Example of 

a phishing attack flow Phishing Attacks Root Causes 191  

 Trust  

Trust is defined in this context as the “willingness of taking a risk”, which means sometimes people trust a beneficiary when they 

believe that this trust will be beneficial for them, even though they know that it is possible to lose something in this relation [63]. 

That is one of the reasons why a victim trusts a scammer. Moreover, characteristics of both the trustor and the beneficiary and the 

situation of trustor are several important factors of trust. People with different cultural background, experiences, and personal 

character have different propensity to trust. Some people trust others more easily, whereas others do not trust people or entities in 

many situations [63]. However, the beneficiary’s previous behaviour as well as his/her character are crucial factors [64, 65]. For 

instance, if someone had positive experiences with an e-shop, then the person will trust that e-shop much more than an e-shop 

associated with a negative previous experience. As mentioned above, trust is one of the factors that affect a phishing attack. 

Therefore, it is crucial to consider the conditions of trust, which are “availability, competence, consistency, fairness (perceived 

equity), integrity, loyalty (perceived benevolence), openness, overall trust, promise fulfilment, and receptivity” [65]. Sometimes 

people trust a predictable person or entity, more than they would others. However, predictability is not enough to build trust, as 

maybe the reason of that predictability was something else, such as “controls” [63]. In addition, we cannot necessarily expect that 

a person is being fully rational when s/he trusts people or organisations, as people might trust entities based on limited information 

and in many cases “biased information” [66]. People usually trust a source of information which they perceive to be similar to 

themselves, such as family members or friends for example [64]. Thus, people cannot be sure that their trust in an email or on a 

website is completely justified. Phishers might use affective trust factors and as conditions to encourage victims to trust them.  

 Decision-Making  

A phishing attack, especially in the case of spear phishing, is a scamming process. Usually there are at least two steps in this 

process where a victim makes decisions. Figure 2 illustrates an example of the role of decision-making in a phishing attack. In 

some cases, people decide “either to trust or not trust” others [67, 68], so the first step is when the victim decides to trust the 

attacker and the second step is right before sharing sensitive information with the attacker. There are several parameters which 

influence the victim’s decision to trust an attacker, including beliefs, values, and behaviours [69]. Decision-making is a process in 

itself and a sub-process of a phishing attack. Decision-making consists of the following phases: “perception activity”, “mental 

representation”, “data processing”, “problem solving”, and “choice of solution” [70]. Thus, a user’s abilities in each phase can 

affect the result of the decision and eventually, affect the outcome of a phishing attack. For instance, a user with better data 

processing knowledge and skill is more likely to make a wiser decision. However, sometimes the decision-making process does 

not play a major role in a phishing attack. In some cases, users do not have enough 192 H. Abroshan et al. awareness of the risks 

of sending personal information to a phisher, or they are not sensitive to potential losses. In such cases, phishing (A) is neutral, but 

making some money (B) is considerable. When a phisher tries to attract a victim by offering an impressive result, the user evaluates 

B-A as earned money [71]. Based on a previous study [71], we can define the following possible effects of the decision-making 

factor in a phishing attack: • If the person believes that the probability of gain is high, then the effect of the decision is low. • If the 

person believes that the probability of loss is high, then the individual most likely will not go for it, so the effect of the decision is 

low. • If the person believes that the probability of gain or loss is low, then the effect of the decision is high. Hence, decision-

making can play a major role in a phishing attack when the user believes that the chance of either utility or loss is low. 

X. REMEDIAL 

In this paper, we done survey study and analysis of various phishing detection and discuss new technique to overcome Phishing at 

Server side, there is need to develop a such technique, that overcome all these disadvantages with a proper prevention technique 

at server end also so that hosting server will more secure from miss users. In future we want to make it as server add-on algorithm, 
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which can detect phishing attacks at Server Side by scanning all the webpages which created in the home directory of web server. 

User doesn’t need to have any technical knowledge to aware from it .It doesn’t need any technical configurations at the Client End. 

XI. CONCLUSION  

Phishing is one of the most serious network security issues, causing finical lose to many companies and individuals. In this paper, 

we concentrated mainly on server based phishing attacks because server are the present common platform for the individuals and 

organizations to share information, most of the web host server are free to host any website, which makes the script kiddies or 

attacker to believe these are easy to created. Attackers used this vulnerability to launch their attacks. In this paper, we did analyze 

the properties of the WebPages which are present in home directory for the domain host server. We designed server side add-on 

algorithm based on the gathered contents properties. Since it is a property based algorithm, it is effective in detecting unknown 

attack manipulations as well.  
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